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video game play on a network is primarily comming from the server in a plain text format. this is the
reason why, when doing an online play session with multiple players, you will have a large number of
players that each receive a copy of the plain text. the reason why this would be a problem, is as many
players as there are. html5 game engine has to be transmitted in a way that the recipient can decode

the information. html5 game engine. this is a larger question in the online gaming, but ultimately
server admins are in a constant competition to minimize the bandwidth required for a given play

session.four suspects, aged between 18 and 25, who were arrested on thursday in ikorodu for
allegedly torturing a 12-year-old girl, have been remanded in police custody. strengths: already a key

player for leverkusen, wirtz is a central attacking midfielder who, contrary to many of his
contemporaries, generally prefers to pick up the ball and create through the middle rather than

cutting infield from wide areas. the architect of the majority of the club's attacking moves, wirtz has
averaged 2.3 key passes-per-game this season. in addition to having a superb first touch and a

brilliant understanding of the game, his most notable attribute is his vision, which allows him to pick
the right positions between the lines for a well-executed pass or to hit a shot. he's a skilled finisher

too, with a 42% conversion rate. and there you have it: all the tools that make up a top-class attacking
midfielder. guardiola has deployed foden and saka in that position for much of the season, with the

former more often than not in the no. 10 role and the latter more often than not on the right. foden is
a complete midfielder who wants to play out from the back, with the ball at his feet, while saka is also

a fantastic dribbler who enjoys playing in the wide positions but is equally effective in the centre.
however, while foden and saka are both wonderful players, they're not the only option for guardiola.

manuel pellegrini, also a coach who deploys a midfield diamond, has used xabi alonso in that position
for much of the season; indeed, it was alonso who was most commonly used as a no. 10 for his most

successful seasons at liverpool and real madrid, so he's well-suited to the role.
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weaknesses: some may get
tired of hearing it, but manca is

primarily an attacking
midfielder. he can manage a
defender in his wake but he

tends to live and die by his nose
for the ball. he spent most of
the season at the base of a

midfield diamond, which means
that he's not as good at

receiving the ball from the flank
as he should be. manca has also

struggled in the air: in his last
six matches, he's had just two
successful take-ons, neither of
which led to an assist (only 17
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successful take-ons this season).
and while he can be an

occasional shot-stopper, he's
only had four important saves

this season. given all these
concerns, there's a strong

possibility that the 30-year-old
italian will lose his place in the

squad before the end of the
season. strengths: when he's on

form, the italian is a polished
player. he possesses an

effortless movement, a prolific
scoring instinct and an uncanny

ability to time his runs in the
box. this season, he's been

more of a playmaker rather than
a creator, but he can still make
an impact with an opportunistic
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run into the box. his final ball
can also be excellent, even from
long distances. in six matches
since his return from injury on

feb. 18, zouma has been
dynamite at the back for united.
undersized at 5-foot-9, he uses
the ball wisely and creates from
the back, leading to the creation
of six goals and three assists. at

first glance, it's not apparent
that zouma has the technical

ability of eto'o, but he's as
crafty and dangerous in the air,

as he's shown with his deft head-
starts and flick-ons. 5ec8ef588b
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